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WARNING: This is humour. There are no jackals & Giraffes. In fact we are all Giraffes or humans with endless positive potential. 
This is a light simplified heartdriven manner to describe a spiritual and more complex mystery behind human behaviour. Please just 
go along and flip to the next page for the sake of discussion ;-) 

THE PROBLEM 1/3 

  Poor Jackals. They dominate 
in Politics, Science, Media. Even 
Journalism and Economies. 
They collect money and status  
 yet remain unhappy. As   
    problems continue & grow … 

We’re so busy, but where 
are we going? We keep 
running from crisis to 
crisis. What we need are … 
more Jackals to help us! 

Giraffes and Jackals were mixed up in Oge, a land not so far from ours…  
Giraffes are generally kind, considerate, softer, patient, compassionate & attentive. 
Jackals, impatient, hungry for money, or power, or status, or material things. Or want 
things to just go their way without too much consideration for dreams and hopes of others. 
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The Jackal’s rule dominated  our worlds for many centuries.   
Untill one good day ... 

EGOISM 

POVERTY 

HUNGER 

WAR    
            TERRORISM 

RACISM 
CLIMATE 
 
ENVIRONMENT 

FOODQUALITY 

CRISIS 

FRAUD 

PFI’s  
(Perverted Financial Incentives) 



Political parties 
 
George Washington warned about the dangers of political parties to the United States as a 
whole. These warnings were given in the context of the rise of two opposing parties within the 
government—the Democratic-Republican Party led by Jefferson, and Hamilton's Federalist 
Party.  
 
Washington had striven to remain neutral during a conflict between Britain and France 
brought about by the French Revolution, while the Democratic-Republicans had made efforts 
to align with France and the Federalists had made efforts to ally with Great Britain.  
 
Washington recognized that it is natural for people to organize and operate within groups 
such as political parties, but he also argued that every government has recognized political 
parties as an enemy and has sought to repress them because of their tendency to seek more 
power than other groups and to take revenge on political opponents. 
 
He felt that disagreements between political parties weakened the government. Moreover, he 
makes the case that "the alternate domination" of one party over another and coinciding 
efforts to exact revenge upon their opponents have led to horrible atrocities, and "is itself a 
frightful despotism. But this leads at length to a more formal and permanent despotism."  
 
From Washington's perspective and judgment, political parties eventually and "gradually 
incline the minds of men to seek security... in the absolute power of an individual”, leading to 
despotism. He acknowledged the fact that parties are sometimes beneficial in promoting 
liberty in monarchies, but argues that political parties must be restrained in a popularly 
elected government because of their tendency to distract the government from their duties, 
create unfounded jealousies among groups and regions, raise false alarms among the 
people, promote riots and insurrection, and provide foreign nations and interests access to 
the government where they can impose their will upon the country. 

George Washington, considered as the most important 
founding father of the USA, warned against political 
parties. Because he led the effective war effort to 
expel the British from the USA. 
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Source: Farewell addres George Washington 1796  

FACT!  
DID YOU 
KNOW 

THAT ... 



“Political parties must be restrained in a 
popularly elected government because of: 
 
-  Their tendency to distract the government 

from their core duties,  

-  Create unfounded jealousies among 
groups and regions,  

-  Raise false alarms among the people,  

-  Promote riots and insurrection, and 

-  Provide foreign nations and interests 
access to the government where they can 
impose their will upon the country.” 

George Washington was not a perfect man. Aware of the 
immorality of slavery, he was among the first to buy freedom for 
all his slaves. He did so before he died and long before mankind 
implemented abolition.  Yet fact remained he also profited from 
slavery during life. He was also a war leader and thus not a 
pacifist. According to sources he recognized the immorality of 
slavery during a time that it was not common to do so. He was a 
man who conscientiously sought to improve his social and 
persuasion skills and was conscious of his role as a leader and role 
model with regard to ethics. There are new critical sources who 
contradict the consensus among historians regarding Washington. 
Historical science is never over and whilst we respect and 
welcome historical science’s further progres, we do acknowledge 
George Washington as an inspiration for this document. If each 
man or woman is capable of good and bad, let us choose to 
celebrate and learn from each others better qualities than dwell 
on misdeeds only. 
Not party-politics but theme-driven politics, human to human 
interaction based on conscientious dialogue, constructive 
behaviour, empathy, connection, personal leadership and good 
speaking manners is what we see as core aspirations inspired by 
George Washington and his undeniable wisdom. 
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England and France were supposedly trying to gain influence 
over the USA through two newborn political parties in the time of 
Washington. According to some historians, this was part of the 
rationale behind his view. Washington was a military leader, debate 
moderator, entrepreneur, educated and socially skilled individual. His 
peers wanted to make him King which he refused.  

More factual 
background 
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NOTE: England and France were supposedly trying to gain influence 
Over the USA through two newborn parties in the time of Washignton.  
And this was, according to some historians, the rationale behind his view. 

Source: Farewell addres George Washington 1796  

Organised abuse of party statutes 
and procedures by special interest 
groups is inherently intransparent 
and potentially disadvantageous to 
the individual. And difficult to prove. 



Sorry .. 

THE SOLUTION 1/3 

Hey Giraffes, why don’t 
we  start a Giraffe 
Political Movement? 

Not a party. Just a group 
of Giraffes who help people 
& other parties but work  
              together. 

You mean like a 
Giraffe-party? 

Help others? That 
sounds kinda cool. 

But Why?  
And how?  
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Ehm … although we won’t be 
a party, we’ll have to call 

ourselves “a party” 



Within the law we should 
manifest ourselves as 

constructive helpers of others. 
Be rolemodels that speak to 

the better nature of our 
fellow humans. 

THE SOLUTION 2/3 

It sucks sort of.. 

   Well, the law requires us 
to call ourselves a party if 
we want to have a voice     
          during elections 

   We’re not really a 
Party but calling  our-
selves a party? Why?  
      I am confused.. 

        Yeah,  
so am I. We’ll 
just explain 
our reasons 
for this party  
    stuff. Let’s  
     do this! 
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That’s honest. I 
understand. I’m 
down with this. 

Ok, sounds 
logical Explain us more later okay? 

Compassion 
is key 
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What have I 
done?  

Oops .. 

Help … 

Please? 
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T E C H N I C A L  
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•  Focus on the possibilities within our circle of influence
•  Customer centricity All People are our customers and should be treated 

as such / Reciprocal Royalty
•  Ecology and Economy in harmony
•  No ethnic, social, economic or religious polarizing allowed
•  No abuse of freedom of speech rights
•  “Do no evil, organize open inclusive debate about what evil is” 
•  Appreciative attitude towards the life aspirations of each human, 

regardless of class, race, religion or any other differentiation factor
•  Heart-drive, compassion, science, innovation & inclusion 
•  Trust, Solidarity, Positivity and common sense are key values
•  Continuous improvement and innovative mindset
•  Learning from Silicon Valley practices, successes and mistakes
•  Politicians are role models
•  Educate and inspire children to be politically engaged in a positive, fun 

and constructive manner
•  Our professional behavior, code of conduct and dealing with moral 

dilemmas is maintained through open debate using the ND protocol
•  No class warfare, but focus on solidarity and mutual appreciation among 

classes aimed at 100% and full eradication of economic poverty
•  Respectful to the ND Governing Council, through compliance with ND 

guidelines, institutions and the ND Protocol ( www.nationaldebate.eu )

OUR DNA BUILDING BLOCKS

WHY ?

HOW ?

WHAT IS IT ?

•  Open debate culture in accordance with the “the ND Protocol”
•  Open culture of admitting and learning from mistakes
•  Meritocratic vacancy filling instead of conventional party-politics
•  Smart Government & Smart Governance on all levels
•  Continuous objective and business-style performance review
•  Intuitive Public Dashboards & Total Quality Management (TQM)
•  Utilization of constitutional instruments 
•  Big Data analytical review and public debate
•  Crowd wisdom through respectful dialogue and smart-polling
•  Continuous improvement and innovative mindset
•  Public issuing of WATER compliant report cards and awards to 

politicians (from all parties) to encourage the WATER lifestyle
•  Application of Management Best Practices to Government
•  Power sharing based on shared values and principles
•  Smarter Governance (more transparency, efficiency and effectiveness 

with regard to oversight on law enforcement and the good governance 
of all public institutions)

•  Creative application of social-media, gamification, interactive controls, 
flow theory, blockchain & financial audit & control best practices 

•  Lobbyist registration center & Conspiracy Theory Policy
•  Co-creative initiatives with the public using video and music art

•  Help restore and inspire public trust in Government, Politics, 
Media institutions and each other in a sustainable manner

•  Smarter Government (more efficient and effective)
•  Optimize the Wellbeing and Happiness of all citizens on earth
•  Care and manage our planet in a sustainable manner
•  Bring more fun and crowd-intelligence to politics
•  Help raise the level of integrity and quality of Politics
•  Focusing on common grounds and possibilities works better than 

dwelling on controversy and what divides us 
•  Achieve a state in which Politicians are predominantly perceived 

as highly trusted advisors and good stewards of society
•  Reduce the level of fragmentation and polarization in politics
•  Inspire and foster more unity & empathy among all social classes

“An innovative, high-tech and fun 
alternative to existing political parties in 

the world” 



-  H E T  M A N I F E S T O  -  

SOLUTION DETAIL: Where do we start?  

1.  Founders to create a non-party based coalition of Giraffes and 
Giraffe-groups that support open National Debate 

( www.nationaldebate.eu), people, good solutions and existing 
politicians in a business and common sense manner, in each 

country of the world.   

2.  Start 1 Program Team (PT) and 2 underlying WorkStreams 
(WS’s) under supervision of the OFZ’s Smart Governance 

Authority (SGA) (www.ofreezone.com) 

3.  PT to set groundrules and form 2 WS Leadership Teams (WLT’s) 

4.  The WLT’s to recruit, form and structure local support and local 
marketing, acquisition and enlistment during elections 

5.  5. Start of Pilot program Work Streams in two pilot-countries:  
(1)  Suriname (2020) and  

(2)  The Netherlands (2021)  
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www.su2thenextlevel.sr  



Institute for citizen-ship , -supervision, and -initiative through constructive dialogue and groupwisdom 

ND aims to bring true “Group wisdom" to life in an inspiring way. By mining it through innovative methods 
and creative stimulation of community spirit, citizenship and connection between citizens and interested 
"stakeholders" in a broad sense. ND is a “CBE” or Cross-Border Ecosystem aiming to roll out a unique 
set of constructive creative technologies to help ensure lasting stability and prosperity in Communities, 
Industries, Science and Banking. “Gamification” and “Flow Theory” are key ingredients. 
 
The main objective is the prevention or sustainable solution of societal abuses through citizen oversight 
by the "farming" of group wisdom and structural maintenance of everlasting, calm and connecting debate. 
 
The approach of the Institute is unique and characterized by: 
 
1. Bringing together and connecting people on the basis of “Solidarity” 
2. Increase of knowledge and reduction of information overload by truly constructive debate 
3. Maintenance of an international eco-system aimed at stability and wellbeing in societies 
4. The voluntary and playful referred ND protocol which reflects the core values within the ND space 
5. Catalyzing and assisting to finance solution oriented and sustainable (civil) initiatives 
    (Teeth of the ND) 
 
The ND space breaks down barriers and therefore upholds an inviting attitude towards all stakeholders 
including interested citizens. To constructively “hack” the world’s conventional debating culture. 
 
Target Sectors 
Education & Parenting, Science, Media & Journalism, Nutrition & Health, Economics & Finance, Politics, 
Music & Arts, Law, Personal Development, New Refugee Nations, Environmentalism and Philanthropy 

National Debate 
Connection and social innovation through dialogue 
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www.nationaldebate.eu 
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LISTEN
OPEN

HONEST & KIND
RESPECT

NO RECORD OF WRONGS
HEARTDRIVE
NO FALLACIES

NO DEBATE TRICKS
HELPING, NOT BORING

NO POLARITY
DOWN TO EARTH

LUISTEREN
OPEN

EERLIJK & VRIENDELIJK
RESPECT

GEEN FOUTENARCHIEF
“HEARTDRIVE”

GEEN DROGREDENEN
OF DEBATTRUUKS
HELP I NIET SAAI

GEEN EXCESSIEF POLAIR DEBAT
BEIDE BENEN OP DE GROND

 

“Deugdentaal” “Geweldloze communicatie” 
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Great. You’re 
still around. 

Eh ... 

Go to 
www.Jobhackers.org for 
volunteer vacancies and 

more info about the 
Giraffes 

Help out and support 
the Giraffes ! 

RESPECT / THE END 
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